WHAT HAS THE DISTRICT BEEN DOING THE LAST 2 WEEKS?

• MEAL PROGRAM (MONDAY-FRIDAY); BEGAN MARCH 17
  • SERVING LUNCH & BREAKFAST FOR NEXT DAY
  • SCHOOL BUS DELIVERY
    • 10:45-11:00 MILL CREEK
    • 11:05-11:20 2ND ST./1ST
    • 11:25-11:40 HOLLY LN/ALTENAU
    • 11:45-12:00 FRANKLIN HILL PARK
    • 12:25 42 LUND RD
    • 12:35 162 NORTH RIVER RD
    • 12:40 ARTIC RD
    • 12:55 HWY 107/BLUE SLOUGH

• FREE MEALS SERVED 0-18 YO
  • MARCH 17-20 (4 DAYS)
    • 440 LUNCHES; 440 BREAKFASTS
  • MARCH 23-27 (5 DAYS)
    • 569 LUNCHES; 569 BREAKFASTS
  • MARCH 30-APRIL 1 (3 DAYS)
    • 322 LUNCHES; 322 BREAKFASTS
  • TOTAL MEALS SERVED IN 12 DAYS = 2,662 MEALS
WHAT HAS THE DISTRICT BEEN DOING THE LAST 2 WEEKS?

• **CHILD CARE**
  • ASSISTING HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS/ FIRST RESPONDERS WITH FINDING CARE
  • 2 FAMILIES REQUESTED ASSISTANCE AND PROVIDED CONNECTIONS
    • WUNDERLAND DAYCARE RESERVED CHILD CARE SLOTS FOR COSMOPOLIS STUDENTS

• **SCHOOL LIBRARY BOOK PROGRAM – BEGAN MARCH 30**
  • BOOK PROGRAM JOINED MEAL DELIVERY PROGRAM
  • MONDAY – MILL CREEK & 2ND ST./ I ST.
  • TUESDAY – HOLLY LN/ALTENAU
  • WEDNESDAY – FRANKLIN HILL PARK
  • THURSDAY – NORTH RIVER ROUTE
WHAT HAS THE DISTRICT BEEN DOING THE LAST 2 WEEKS?

- Staff learned immediately about Zoom meetings.
- Researching distant learning options for staff and students.
- Accessing professional development.
- All staff collaboration via Zoom.
- Grade span collaboration via Zoom.
- Launched Facebook page - Cosmopolis Elementary School.
- Launched YouTube COSI channel – fun videos featuring school staff.
- Both can be accessed at www.cosmopolisschool.com. Links at bottom right hand corner of home page.
WHAT HAS THE DISTRICT BEEN DOING THE LAST 2 WEEKS?

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM - INITIALLY

- INITIAL GUIDELINES FROM OSPI
  - PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL “RESOURCES”
  - REVIEW CONTENT ALREADY TAUGHT
- PAPER PACKETS PREPARED AND SENT HOME WITHIN DAYS OF CLOSURE
- ELECTRONIC DEVICES SENT HOME AT SAME TIME FOR GRADES 1-6.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM - CURRENT

- NEW REQUIREMENTS FROM OSPI
  - PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL “LEARNING”
- STAFF DESIGNING STUDENT WORK FROM A TRADITIONAL MODEL TO A DISTANT DELIVERY METHOD WHILE RECOGNIZING THAT NOT ALL STUDENTS HAVE INTERNET ACCESS.
NOW, WHAT ARE THE EDUCATIONAL EXPECTATIONS?

• STUDENTS AND PARENTS MAINTAIN REGULAR CONTACT WITH TEACHERS
  • OPTIONS: ZOOM, EMAIL, PHONE OR CLASS DOJO
  • PARENTS CHECK YOUR STUDENT’S EMAIL ACCOUNT TOO!

• STUDENTS WILL ENGAGE WITH THEIR LEARNING
  • CHECK THEIR EMAIL DAILY (GRADES 1-6)
  • COMPLETE ASSIGNED WORK
  • SHOW COMPLETED WORK TO TEACHER (ONLINE OR PHYSICALLY RETURNED)
  • ATTEND CLASS SESSIONS, IF ACCESS TO INTERNET

• TEACHERS WILL TRACK:
  • STUDENT CONTACT
  • INDIVIDUAL STUDENT GROWTH BY ASSESSING THEIR WORK
  • PARTICIPATION DURING SCHEDULED CLASS SESSION (IF INTERNET ACCESS)
RECOMMENDED “SCHOOL TIME”

• 30 MINUTES – PRESCHOOL
• 45 MINUTES – KINDERGARTEN & GRADE 1
• 60 MINUTES – GRADES 2 & 3
• 90 MINUTES – GRADES 4-6

• INCLUDES TIME FOR:
  • READING
  • ONLINE WORK
  • HANDOUTS OR OTHER LEARNING ACTIVITIES
  • PE, ART, MUSIC, ETC.
  • SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING
WHAT’S THE ACTUAL LEARNING PLAN FOR MY STUDENT?

• Teachers will be sending an email to students and parents about the specific plan for each week of the school closure. Items included in the plan may list:
  • Video links
  • Outline of school work to complete
  • References to materials already sent home
STAFF RECOGNIZES:

• HAVING SCHOOL AT HOME NOT EASY FOR FAMILIES

• ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL, WE WILL ACCOMMODATE

• IF LESSONS ARE OVERWHELMING FOR PARENTS, TEACHERS WILL HELP YOU. SET IT ASIDE AND CONTACT THE TEACHER WHEN YOU GET A CHANCE.

• NOT EVERYONE HAS INTERNET
  • CONTACT THE SCHOOL FOR ASSISTANCE, 360-532-7181. WE WILL PROBLEM-SOLVE IT WITH YOU.

• SOME FAMILIES HAVE BOTH PARENTS WORKING AWAY FROM HOME STILL – AN ADAPTED PLAN CAN BE PROVIDED. CONTACT YOUR CHILD’S TEACHER.
THE FUTURE

• THE DISTRICT WILL BE MOVING FORWARD WITH LEARNING. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT YOUR CHILD FOLLOWS THE PLAN SO THEY DON’T FALL BEHIND THEIR PEERS.

• THE DISTRICT IS MAKING TWO PLANS:
  • OPTION A: RETURNING TO SCHOOL ON APRIL 27
  • OPTION B: CONTINUING THE SCHOOL CLOSURE, AS DIRECTED BY GOVERNOR INSLEE AND OSPI
    • IMPLEMENTING DISTANCE LEARNING

• NO EDUCATIONAL SERVICES THE WEEK OF APRIL 6-10 DUE TO SPRING BREAK. MEAL AND LIBRARY PROGRAM WILL CONTINUE THAT WEEK.
IN THE CHAT WINDOW – WELCOME TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS

- WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU HAVE?
- WHAT IS WORKING?
- WHAT IS NOT WORKING?
- WHAT IDEAS DO YOU HAVE THAT COULD MAKE THE SCHOOL CLOSURE SITUATION BETTER FOR STUDENTS, STAFF AND/OR PARENTS?
- LET'S ANSWER SOME QUESTIONS FROM THE CHAT WINDOW.
FUTURE COMMUNICATION FROM SUPT. PATTERSON

- FACEBOOK POSTS
- SCHOOL WEBSITE – HOME PAGE “ALERTS” AND CORONAVIRUS PAGE
- SCHOOL MESSENGER
  - EMAIL
  - CALL-OUT
- ZOOM MEETINGS
THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING TONIGHT!

FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME AT:

EMAIL: cpatterson@cosmopolisschool.com, EMAIL IS CHECKED DAILY

PHONE: 360-532-7181, LEAVE A MESSAGE, SCHOOL PHONE CHECKED DAILY